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Our Mission

Empower companies of any size to master supply risk and create reliable supply networks
risk happens
3+ critical earthquakes each day

>>Disruptions can be prevented
13 insolvencies per hour - just in Germany
>> can be predicted
Every 54 hours an automotive supplier is hit by a fire affecting in average 3+ riskmethods customers.
Supply Chain Disruptions Consequences

Loss of productivity (55%), increased cost of working (46%), and customer complaints (43%) remain as the top three impacts of supply chain disruptions (Figure 7). As the graph allows for multiple responses, it is interesting to consider how organizations might have suffered multiple consequences following a single incident. For instance, the loss of productivity might lead to loss of revenue (32%), or customer complaints might be connected to damage to brand reputation (31%).
Every child knows what to do and when to do it.
And what do we do?
All we can do is sit and wait,
All we can do is just sit and wait.

Sydney (Ford) Youngblood, November 1989, Mannheim
Sitting on terms that suppliers have to calls us - before they call the competition.
Waiting 1.5 years until outdated financials are published.
Risk happens
Time matters
The later you react – the more expensive it is to fix an supply chain issue
Risk happens
Time matters
Risk Intelligence is beyond human scale
6,790,000 adverse news (ytd) for our customers across trillions of datasets

>99% of these have been identified as not relevant
The effort to find out the relevant piece of information is beyond human scale
Risk happens.
Time matters.
Risk Intelligence is beyond human scale.
riskmethods solution converges digital forces

- Digitized supply chain networks
- Noise canceling AI
- Big data monitoring
- Analytics/automation
How leaders visualize and monitor supply chains 24/7
How leaders detect predictive risk patterns: Dashboards
How leaders consume alerts and track mitigation actions
How leaders make risk available everywhere & anytime: Apps
Case study – 31 July, 2017

SHELL SUSPENDS PERNIS REFINERY LOADINGS AFTER FIRE IN ROTTERDAM, NETHERLAND

Reuters reports that Royal Dutch Shell suspended loadings of oil products from its Pernis refinery in the Netherlands following a fire at the plant, the company said in a statement to traders on Sunday. Shell shut down most of its production at Pernis, Europe's largest refinery, after the fire at the 404,000 barrels per day plant late on Saturday caused a power outage ... read more

DATE: Monday, 31 July, 2017

OBJECT(S): Shell Chemicals Europe B.V.
riskmethods

- **Experts:** 140+ supply chain professionals
- **Innovative:** Award winning solution
- **Global player:** Worldwide partner network
- **Proven:** Deployed by 130+ enterprises
- **Scalable:** 1TN USD customer revenue protected
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